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Abstract:

Literature or art is the name of transferring of

feelings and thinking in a proper way. The value of

art is shown by its true and real judgment or

criticism. In different era, different scholars and

critics designed some rules and principles about

literary criticism. In ninties,there were two famous

philosophers who set a new pattern for judgment

of art or literary criticism. One of them is Croce,

the Italian philosopher who posited a unique

theory of literary criticism. The other is Allama

Iqbal, the great muslim philosopher and poet who

had his exclusive  philosophy of  literary criticism 

.In this article, it is taken a comparison between 

Croce and Iqbal's principles of  literary criticism. 
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"He must  of  necessi ty p lace

himself at artist's point of view,

and go through the whole process

again."(9)
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Concepts and models alike have no

existence in art, for by proclaiming

that every art can be juged only in

itself , and has its own model in

itself.(13)
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